
REWARDS Check-up after Lesson 5

Name  Date  Total Points of 100 

 Points /25

Practice reading all the words in each line. The teacher will ask you to read one line.  
Each word is worth 5 points for a total of 25 points.

 A. complaint perform insist misbehave dismay

 B. encase disturb misfit complain preprogram

 C. inlaid defraud display prescribe misinform

 D. confirm extreme abstract imprint unafraid

 Points /30

Circle the letter next to the words that best express the vocabulary word’s meaning.  
Be sure to pick the best answer. Each correct answer is worth 3 points for a total of 30 points.

 1. admit
 a. tell a lie
 b. tell the truth
 c. tell about a book
 d. tell about something new

 6. exclude
 a. join
 b. be happy
 c. keep out
 d. invite to be part of

 2. betray
 a. be someone’s good friend
 b. give someone a gift
 c. hurt someone
 d. write something down

 7. persist
 a. buy something
 b. give up
 c. stop working
 d. keep on working

 3. discard
 a. throw away
 b. put in a drawer
 c. see clearly
 d. play cards

 8. absurd
 a. silly
 b. sad
 c. old
 d. seen clearly

 4. contrast
 a. tell the truth
 b. tell a story
 c. tell what is old
 d. tell what is different

 9. record
 a. tie together
 b. throw something away
 c. give something up
 d. write something down

 5. distract
 a. take to your friend’s house
 b. take attention away
 c. take to the store
 d. keep on working

 10. distinct
 a. not seen
 b. seen clearly
 c. foggy
 d. silly

Part 1. Decoding Multisyllabic Words

Part 2. Academic Vocabulary
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 Points /30

Fill in the blanks. Each answer is worth 3 points for a total of 30 points.

 1.  What part of the word “restart” means again?  

  So, “restart” means  

 2.  What part of the word “disclaim” means opposite of?  

  So, “disclaim” means  

 3.  What part of the word “preplan” means before?  

  So, “preplan” means  

 4.  What part of the word “mislaid” means wrong?  

  So, “mislaid” means  

 5.  What part of the word “unfit” means not?  

  So, “unfit” means  

 Points /15

Write each word the teacher dictates. Each word is worth 5 points for a total of 15 points.

 1.  

 2.  

 3.  

 Points /5

This section is worth extra points. Each word is worth 1 point for a total of 5 points.

Use the parts below to make five words that you’ve heard before. You may use some parts more than once.

dis claim re pre

pay im mis print

Points to be recorded on Progress Monitoring Graph: ______/100

90–100 A or Excellent 80–89 B or Very Good 70–79 C or Good 69 or below Needs Improvement

Bonus points: ______/5

Part 3. Meanings of Prefixes and Suffixes

Part 4. Spelling

Bonus Points. Forming Word Families
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